
Term: Week:

Letters and sounds of the week: 

Letter and Sound Activity Day to be completed
Initial when
done

Letter jigsaw puzzles

Letter bracelets

Drawing letters on hands

Painting letters on concrete

Writing letters on path/bricks with chalk

Letter craft activities

Bath toy letters in water

Playing with letter tiles

Playing with letter bricks

Making letters out of Playdough

Using Playdough letter mats

Using translucent letters on the lightboard

Playdough letter stampers

Playing with magnetic letters

Letters & Sounds Activities 
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Please remember: Each of these activities is to be done interactively with an adult and the
student(s). Our role is to setup the activity, join in the play, and during the activity we focus our

interaction on the letters.  Point to the letters in the student’s AAC system and in your AAC
system.  Refer to the letters by the letter name and the most common sound for the letter. Talk

about words, using AAC, that start with that letter as well.  And have fun!!



Letter and Sound Activity Day to be completed
Initial when
done

Letters on clothes pegs

Tracing letters with markers/paint

Using student whiteboards to “write” letters

Using ball pit letter balls

Playing with sandpaper letters

Playing with tactile letters

Playing with foam letter mats

Making an alphabet scrapbook

Playing alphabet hopscotch

Making a letter of the week mystery bag (letters)

Making a letter of the week mystery bag (sounds)

Reading single letter books from Tar Heel Reader

Glue and glitter letters

Playing with letter stones

Letter hunt in the playground

Cotton tip painting letters

Bingo dabbing letters

Wooden ice cream stick letter construction

Chalk markers and writing on windows

Letter hunt in sensory materials

IPad letter games/apps
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Letter and Sound Activity Day to be completed
Initial when
done

Glow in the dark letters

Alphabet paint stamping

Sensory bags (liquid filled) with letters in them

Driving cars around a letter road

Making pastry letters - and icing them (across 2
cards)

Writing letters in mud

Making letters using kinetic sand or EverFoam

Listening to alphabet songs

Reading alphabet books

Letter sorts
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